Are you looking for something custom? We can help!

CUSTOM CHANNEL  Z BAR  GABLE CAP
FLAT STRIP  HAT CHANNEL  ANGLE
RIDGE CAP  NOSING  GRAVEL STOP  WATER CHANNEL

Step 1: Draw it
Step 2: Snap a picture
Step 3: Send it to your local sales rep

Custom bends in many colours, gauges & lengths available.

Colours may not be exactly as shown

- Black
- Charcoal
- Coffee / Cocoa
- Commercial Brown
- White
- Galvanized
CUSTOM BEND ORDER FORM

Customer: ____________________________________ Phone: __________________________ Email: _______________________

Quantity: ____________________________ Length: ____________________________

Coating: □ G40 □ G60 □ G90

Colour: □ Black □ Charcoal □ Coffee/Cocoa □ Commercial Brown □ White □ Galvanized

Thickness (for painted material): □ 30 GA □ 28 GA □ 26 GA

Thickness (for non-painted material): □ 25 GA □ 20 GA □ 18 GA □ 16 GA □ 14 GA □ 12 GA

What is the profile used for? __________________________________________________________________________________

* Clearly mark the angles, length and coloured side in the drawing. Refer to example drawing.

Example drawing